Dear Friends of the Prison University Project/ Mt. Tamalpais College

I hope and pray this letter finds you all and your loved ones in the very best of health and spirits, as well as all those wonderful people working with the Prison University Project/Mt. Tamalpais College, and I hope and pray you are all being safe and keeping the Coronavirus at bay.

Thank you all so much for the care packages you sent to us! Receiving such a gift really bolsters the spirits. To know someone cares is a big help and gives us all hope. The articles you sent were quite informative and enlightening.

In a situation where isolation is the order of the day, a little correspondence is very helpful. Even today, we are under quarantine, which means the social distancing modified program we had is done for at least five days. In CDCR, the solution to infection is isolation, and while that can be effective, it does not work in every instance, especially now with a lack of social distancing. The medical staff here has even come up with diagrams regarding sleeping arrangements for "when social distancing is impossible," as the diagrams say. The correctional officers stated that one of us should sleep with their head toward the bars, the other toward the sink, not effective at all, especially since both people in the cell go to Carson (the hole) if someone is sick—not the hospital, but administrative segregation as a threat to the safety and security of this institution. Plus, it is expected that upwards of 180 people shower in the span of about an hour in communal showers. Where’s the social distancing in that?

Enough of my rantings! Thanks again for your care and support. Please feel free to share my ramblings with anyone and everyone. Please find enclosed a story I wrote inspired by Alex Naeye and Theresa Roeder. Enjoy!

I remain, most respectfully, Mesro Peace!
Little Red Robin Hood

The town of Pond Rock was known for its landmark boulder next to River Pond, where the shiniest rainbow trout could be found. Its waters flowed from the Westlake River, which flowed through Sherwood Forest from points beyond. Founded by Richard Terrill, Pond Rock was built near that boulder, dubbed Terrill Boulder, and was full of hardworking fishermen, builders, and cultivators that took advantage of the Westlake River and its many trade routes for their income.

Pond Rock was full of buildings made of wood, clay, straw, and brick. Thatched roofs were reinforced with shingles and held steady by timber from Sherwood Forest. Every tree cut was replaced by three, replanted thanks to Pond Rock farmers and ranchers at the outskirts of town that raised vital crops, cattle, sheep, and other livestock, and worked in tandem with the Stonemasons, the builders of Pond Rock responsible for the carpentry, stonemasonry, clothing, and blacksmithing as needed. They kept Pond Rock fed, clothed, and sheltered together.

Pond Rock had lots of festivals, including the Vernal Equinox, where dancing and music welcomed the renewal of the land, and the Harvest, where crops were collected and a feast was enjoyed after that which was needed to sustain Pond Rock for the year was stored. The most dreaded day was Tax Day, where the Sheriff of Nottingham sent tax collectors to carry tribute to Prince John. If taxes were not paid, violence would follow.

For that cause, Mayor Gerard Terrill made certain a good portion of their income was set aside for those tax collectors and he also made certain to get a receipt to prove tax collection took place.

Today was Tax Day.

Pond Rock did not have an official militia, but the able-bodied men and women living there had armor and weapons ready for defense. It had been reported that the Sheriff's men had been increasingly violent with townspeople when tax rates were raised. To that end, those who could armed themselves as the elderly and inform herded the children indoors until the tax collectors made their visit. Mayor Terrill himself wore a breastplate along with sword and shield, just in case of hostilities, and helped his fellow townspeople place their taxes near the town square.

Around noon, the tax collectors arrived.
Eight tax collectors in full-plate armor and carven Hill Heavy Shields rode destriers in plated barasing ahead of a large carriage drawn by six Clydesdales. Four more tax collectors rode a short distance behind the carriage, which was white with blue and gold trim and decorated with the Sherwood Forest Arms: A tall elm whose roots grew as swords thrust through golden soil that had the name 'Nottingham' carved into it. Each tax collector wore a matching tabard over their armor and their shields bore the same arms. Two men in white, blue, and gold breastplates sat atop the carriage, one driving the horses, the other carrying a loaded crossbow with a metal cylinder on it. The entire group ground to a halt in the town square.

As the dust of their arrival settled, four tax collectors dismounted and marched to the carriage. Two of them put their shields on their backs, then opened the right-side door. A tall, thin man in golden chainmail stepped out, his brow furrowed down the rest of his features. He had watery blue eyes and a weak chin gave him a look of gazing down his pinched nose as all he surveyed.

"Mayor Terrill," he sniffed, his voice nasally cultured, "the taxes have come due.

"We know the day, Alderman Tasker," Terrill said, nodding to the chests nearby, "We have your taxes here, sir, in the amounts agreed upon in this missive. He held up a rolled parchment embossed with the Sherwood Forest Arms. "Collect your taxes, furnish our receipt, and be on your way."

"Ah," Tasker sneered, his thin lips twisting as though he just bit a lemon, "so very meticulous." He snapped his jeweled fingers. A smaller man and four others in silver chainmail emerged from the carriage, two of them carrying a scale between them. One of them drew a black quill from his chainmail and grabbed a sheaf of parchment latched to a metal sheet as the others began counting coin and commodities, some of it needing to be weighed. "We all have to be meticulous these days."

"True," Terrill said, noting that the tax collectors that opened the door had replaced their shields on their arms, and many hands hovered near their swords. In his peripheral vision, Terrill could see rangers on the roof of the schoolhouse hiding bows at the ready. "Lots of predators and outlaws about lately."

"Indeed," Alderman Tasker said as one of his assistants brought the tally with a snake of his head. "It would seem you are a bit short," Tasker tsked.

"Short? But we overpaid!" Terrill barked, stepping forward. The ring of swords being
Mawny stopped his progress as Tasker stepped closer to the carriage.

"I'm afraid the tax on Pond Rock has doubled in these trying times," Tasker chuckled as his assistants began loading up the taxes. "We will need the rest forthwith."

"I won't take food out our children's mouths!" Terrill roared. "So you'll get none of it!"

The other tax collectors dismounted as arrows rained on the town square. Four arrows caught the tax collectors closest to the mayor as he leapt away. They took the arrows high, above their gorgets. Terrill readied his shield as they collapsed. Tasker gestured for two of the tax collectors to help his assistants as he blew a wheezingly shrill note from a silver whistle.

Some forty Nottingham deputies rode into town as more townspeople drew weapons and took aim with bows. The deputies guided their mounts with their knees as they fired crossbows with rotating cylinders from horseback. Many townspeople dove for cover, then charged as the Clydestales dragging the carriage reared and reared, their wide eyes rolling as townspeople found themselves pendiing off Nottingham steel.

Two townspeople crept up the left side of the carriage with sharp daggers, their booted leathers making little sound as they approached the carriage's drivetrain. One of them cut reins as the other removed the pegs holding the drivetrain attached to the carriage proper.

Two other townspeople dragged down the driver and his partner to the waiting embrace of a few others, who proceeded to stuff them into the ground. Metal clashed and arrows fell all around as chaos reigned in Pond Rock.

A howl tore through the impromptu battlefield, stopping all movement. A crunching and rustling from the encroaching forest beyond the mayor's house revealed a huge wolf, the color of dirty snow emerging from the canopied shadows, its head low, its mackles high, and its teeth bared in a snarl that made the earth tremble. It stood some seven and a half feet at the shoulder, its bushy tail hanging low and still. It wore an iron collar wrapped in thick leather around its wide neck, the loop of some snare that failed to trap it. Pores of saliva hung from those terrible jaws, its wide, flat tongue flickering out slowly as the sound deepened.

"The Big Bad Wolf," Terrill whispered.

As if on cue, the wolf lunged, its jaws snapping around the nearest deputy. It clamped on the deputy's leg with a soggy crunch, and the deputy writhed at him, singing
him back and forth rapidly before throwing him into and through the front wall of the mayor's house. Short and agile, the wolf snarled and bit anyone foolish enough to be nearby. Townspeople, deputies, and horses alike. Arrows and swords could barely pierce the wolf.

The Clydesdales reared and bucked with renewed terror as people and debris fell past. Four women in leather armor that resembled very wide leaves crept toward the carriage, bows at the ready as deputies tried to surround the enormous wolf. The woman took aim and put arrows into Tasker and his assistants, stopping the movement of those horses. By this time, the townspeople working at the drive train flung the Clydesdales, who wasted no time galloping away from the battle and that wolf with warbling whinnies.

More metal clashed and arrows fell as townspeople and deputies fought, but they all paid more attention to the wolf rampaging through Pond Rock. Terrill deflected most of a volley of arrows with his shield as he ran a deputy through and saw about as two arrows plunged into his right hip. He swung his shield up as a tax collector tried to plunge his sword into his belly.

"Look! Someone shouted. "It's her!"

High on Terrill Boulder, a slender woman wearing a red hooded cloak dubbed around slowly, her composite longbow notched with two arrows. Her studded leather armor was red with green and brown accents, and the red mantle she wore about her shoulders was draped over leather straps cinching a picnic basket low behind her hips. Her warden had steel pullies at its sleek ends, and her arrows had wickedly barbed tips. A quiver with about sixty arrows with red butterfly quills could be seen over her right shoulder. Beneath her hood, one could barely see dancing blue eyes and pursed ruby lips curling under her rising cheekbones as she smiled. The wolf howled as all eyes turned to her.

She loosed six arrows in a blur, taking down three deputies quickly. The women at the carriage began shuffling, takes back to the blue from which they came as more women in leathers, chainmail, and breastplates wielding longbows, swords, rapiers, daggers, axes, and shields rushed the rear flank of the deputies. The battle resumed, the wolf snapping at all corners as the woman in red skipped to the front of Terrill Boulder, firing more arrows at mounted deputies. She leapt to the ground, tumbling to a roll and regaining her feet as the Clydesdales continued their escape.

Three stonecutters dragged Terrill back toward a house with a red cross hanging.
From signage reading 'GENERAL STORE.' Destriers without riders found themselves either
reined in by a woman who captured their bits and bridles or at the tender mercies of
the Big Bad Wolf. More women joined the fray, helping the injured come away while
others engaged deputies brandishing steel and trying to tend to their own fallen. Arrows
found weak points in the armor of deputies and tax collectors, lancing swordarms,
peppering helmets and gorgets, and skewering hips and greaved knees, many of
the arrows bearing red butterfly flight.

The battle ended faster than it began, the townspeople cheering as the last two
deputies fell as they tried to escape with loose armor plates falling from their bodies.

"Alex Mariam, get that carriage hooked up and outta here," the woman in red
told a tall woman with her brown hair in a high ponytail. One could see she had a
horseshoe under one ear with multiple piercings. "Put those destriers to work!"

"Next time, give me something hard to do!" Alex chuckled as she headed toward a
few women doing their best to calm the war-trained mounts.

The woman in red unsling the picnic basket, which was made of a nest of tanned
leather straps, and shouted, "Theresa! With me!" As she headed for the General Store,
a shorter woman with shiny black curls fell in step beside the woman in red.

The General Store had been prepared in advance, with food bins pushed to the walls
and clapboards nailed to the windows, some of which had arrowheads jutting
through them. Cots were laid on the main floor, more than half of them occupied by the
dead and dying. When they moved toward the mayor, his two guards moved to intercept them.

Terrill waved the guards back, who kept their hands on their swords but stepped back.

"It's really you," Terrill coughed, wincing as he cradled a gash across his belly.

"Yeah, it's really me," she smiled. "Little Red Robin Hood." She rolled her eyes. "My
mother named me Robin Loyse. This," she gestured at the woman with black curls with her,
"is Friar Theresa Tuck. We have some medicine here that will help you and your women."

Theresa nodded with a smile, her curls waving with the motion as she took the
picnic basket from Robin. "We're gonna take care of you." Theresa reached inside
the picnic basket and withdrew a small vial full of shimmerly purple fluid. "Here,
drink this. I'll be back to check on you." Robin took the vial with a nod.

As Theresa began making rounds, Terrill's eyes got wide.

"I saw the Big Bad Wolf out there!" he fretted. "We've got to--"

"Don't worry about him," Robin said, handing Terrill the vial. "Drink."

The mayor...
she eyed him suspiciously, then took the vial and unscrewed it with a

wince. Purple vapors rushed from the vial, and when he sniffed, he smiled.

"Grandma's old recipe." With a smile, he took a sip, then downed it like a shot

of whiskey.

"What was that stuff?" he asked, rubbing his belly. When he looked down, the
gash had closed itself. "Amazing! It doesn't even hurt!"

"Your taxes have been restored," Robin smiled at him. "The sheriff's men
should not return, but if they do, so will we."

"Thank you so much for your help," Terrill said, standing and strapping on
his breastplate, which had a new plate hammered and sealed onto it. "What
of the other taxes?" he asked as Robin waved more women inside.

"Fighting evil ain't cheap," she smiled, then skipped outside, where the Big Bad
Wolf was waiting, bounding around like the world's biggest puppy. The wolf
licked her face, eliciting a giggle from her. "Easy, Little John, easy. Let's
go help the others!" She skipped toward the square, Little John
right on her heels as the carriage thundered out of Pond Rock.